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Eli Kahn Competes for a Volvo, Hopes for a Cure
 How would you like to receive a new 
Volvo every three years for the rest 
of your life for organizing your own 
charity? Gilman’s own Eli Kahn can 
earn just that if he receives enough 
votes online at VolvoforLife.com. In 
recognition of his efforts supporting 
the pediatric oncology department at 
Johns Hopkins University through his 
own organization, Cartridges for a Cure, 
Eli has been chosen by Volvo as one of 
the five heroes in the state of Maryland 
for their national competition. If Eli 
gets enough public votes online, he will 
move on to the national round to be 
judged by a celebrity panel of heroes 
consisting of Val Kilmer, Hank Aaron, 
and Senator Bill Bradley, among others. 
If chosen to be the grand-prize winner, 
Eli would receive a lease on a new Volvo 
every three years for the rest of his life 
and $50,000 towards his charity. Eli is 
a Leukemia survivor, and he said that he 
started his own charity organization “to 
help the people who helped me at Johns 
Hopkins.” By voting online, Eli’s heroic 
efforts can be recognized nationally, 
and we can support a worthy cause. 
 When he was two years old, Eli was 
diagnosed with Leukemia. He battled 
the disease, and with the help of the 
Johns Hopkins pediatric oncology 

department in the Kimmel Cancer 
Center, Eli was able to conquer the 
illness. Eleven years later for his Bar 
Mitzvah, Eli felt that he should come 
up with a way to raise money for the 
organization that saved his life. All by 
himself, Eli put together a charitable 
drive to recycle used printer cartridges 
and made a website (www.cartridges-
foracure.com) to facilitate the recycling 
process. Several companies all across 
the country donate their used cartridges 
to Eli’s charity, and all of the proceeds 
have gone to help find a cure for cancer 
at Johns Hopkins. He chose to recycle 
printer cartridges because “almost 
everyone has a computer,” and in 
conjunction with a recycling company 
that accepts old printer cartridges for 
$5 each, Eli has been able to raise over 
$30,000. The charity is still running 
today, and with Eli’s help, Johns Hop-
kins has made remarkable advances 
in cancer research over the last few 
years. 
 All of the heroes nominated by Volvo 
across the country have done their part 
to improve the communities around 
them, and such efforts deserve national 
merit. Sophomore Keech Turner felt 
that “we should all vote to support Eli’s 
cause because he’s been working hard to 
help the cancer research center at Johns 

Hopkins. Also, I hope he wins because 
he promised me a ride in his Volvo.” The 
competition ends February 4, 2007, and 
you can cast your votes online at www.
volvoforlife.com. Furthermore, if you 
have any old printer cartridges, you can 
help support Johns Hopkins Kimmel 

Cancer Center by recycling them with 
Eli’s foundation at CartridgesforaCure.
com. Eli and his charitable efforts are 
bringing us closer to a cure for cancer, 
and we should all do our part to support 
such a heroic endeavor.  

Construction Update: On Schedule from 
September 12th-October 25th

BY WHITNEY JOHNSON

 Surrounded by the Gilman construc-
tion hardhat and Award Day trophies 
that decorate his off-white office, Mr. 
Sean Furlong answers the question 
on the mind of every Hound Pound 
occupant.  “Well, currently, we are on 
schedule with Carey Hall and on time, 
hoping to make the deadline of Sep-
tember 2007,” exclaims Mr. Furlong, 
Gilman’s financial liaison to the Henry 
Lewis construction company.  Mr. 
Furlong, along with Mr. John Schmick, 
Mrs. Turner, Mr. Gorski, Mr. Hoffman, 
and Mr. Broadus, participate on the 
Gilman administrative committee for 
the renovation of Carey Hall.  Although 
he focuses on the financial matters, Mr. 
Furlong has also dealt extensively with 

BY JAMES GRIFFIN AND GALEN CARROLL the scheduling of the construction, as the 
work on Carey Hall occurs during the 
school day.  Mr. Furlong elaborates, “I 
inform the company when their employ-
ees should arrive, which is usually before 
7 am to beat out the carpool traffic, and 
I tell them when school is in session, so 
that they can arrange the projects with 
a noise factor for days when there are no 
classes.”   
 A native of Chicago, Mr. Furlong 
originally fell in love with Gilman on 
sight.  “I love the architecture that pre-
vails through Gilman and Carey Hall,” 
asserts Mr. Furlong.  Nonetheless, it 
is only these columns and pediments, 
adorning the exterior of Carey Hall, that 
remain.  On the interior, Carey Hall is 
now a ghost of its former self, with only 
frames and posts where classrooms once 
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Eli fends off a defender in a Water Polo game (Photo courtesy ofLife-
touch).

The mural in Dr. Kelly’s second floor history room is one of the few 
walls that remains intact (Photo by Cesare Ciccanti). Continued on page 7
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 On October 4th, The Gilman Upper 
School had the pleasure of hearing Mr. 
Michael Pritchard speak in assembly.  
He was sincere, funny, and his presen-
tation was unique; he was well received 
by the audience.  It was clear that his 
message was heartfelt and meaningful, 
yet was Gilman’s response as genuine?  
Toward the end of the assembly, students 
volunteered their stories.  Everyone 
listened with a respect that suggested 
concern and support.  As Mr. Pritchard 
concluded, the audience collectively 
gave him a standing ovation.  A new 
sense of community and understanding 
for one another was in the air.  Students 
were moved by Mr. Pritchard’s words; 
however, in light of a recent Town Hall 
meeting, the student body’s reaction 
unfortunately doesn’t accurately reflect 
the respect and maturity within the 
student community.   
 In the Town Hall meeting, which took 
place just the previous week, students 
sat in the same seats and mocked each 
other and themselves.  They passed 

Town Hall Meeting Questions the 
Legitimacy of the Student Response 

to Mr. Pritchard’s Message 
around the blame for the Homecom-
ing ticket scandal and laughed at the 
few sincere contributions.  The student 
body’s conduct prevented senior leaders 
from establishing control of the discus-
sion. The Town Hall was nothing more 
than twenty minutes of constant jeering 
and disrespect.  So what was the differ-
ence between this irreverent behavior 
in Town Hall and the seemingly coura-
geous, mature, and respectful student 
participation in Mr. Pritchard’s assem-
bly?   
 On October 4th, teachers were in the 
audience.  When Mr. Pritchard asked for 
volunteers, the student body was in the 
spotlight.  During Town Hall, the only 
teacher present was guidance counselor 
Mr. Lawson who was not supposed to 
actively take part.  Students didn’t grant 
their fellow classmates the same respect 
when they were by themselves as they 
did when teachers, administrators, and 
Mr. Pritchard were present.
 This negates any sort of under-
standing the student body had of Mr. 

Pritchard’s  message, for he spoke about 
respect for everyone in any condition.  
His message was certainly not intended 
to apply only when students were in the 
presence of faculty.  There is no doubt 
students know how to conduct them-
selves in front of their teachers and 
especially in front of a guest speaker.  
They know what is expected of them 
as Gilman students.  Yet, as soon as 
the teachers or authority are removed, 
as soon as the guest leaves, there is a 
divide between the idealistic message 
of Mr. Pritchard and the reality of the 
Gilman student body’s conduct.  
 Students do not consciously switch 
“modes.”  They are still aware of the 
higher Gilman morality implicit in the 
statement “Be Gilman.”  Perhaps it is 
just an inadvertent slip.  Maybe it is 
natural for students, though certainly 
not justified, to lower their standards 
when they are out of the public eye.  If 
we really want to get the most out of 
Mr. Pritchard’s presentation, and if we 
want to equate our actions with the vast 

appreciation for Mr. Pritchard’s mes-
sage implicit in the standing ovation, we 
must begin to be mindful of our actions 
when we are not only in the public eye, 
but also when we are only in our own 
company.  If we have another Town Hall 
meeting, will we respect one another?  
Will students feel comfortable standing 
up and sharing personal stories without 
the security and constant encourage-
ment of Mr. Pritchard?  Can we find 
this same genuine encouragement and 
support from our own peers?  
 We would all like to think the answers 
to these questions are yes; however, I 
am not convinced.  Town Halls should 
be taken advantage of as an open forum 
in which students can benefit from the 
genuine support and guidance of fellow 
classmates.  Until we, as a student body, 
are capable of creating such an environ-
ment, the response to Mr. Pritchard’s 
presentation will unfortunately be 
nothing short of superficial.  
     -DAF

MLB Poll Results Raise the Question,
“What Has Happened to Our National Pastime?”

 October means many different things 
to different people: it means football, 
both college and pro; it signals the end 
of warm weather and the imminent 
arrival of winter. But to a majority of 
Americans, October is all about the 
national pastime: baseball. Besides 
Halloween, nothing is more associated 
with the tenth month of the year than 
the MLB postseason. Millions tune in 
to watch the best eight teams in base-
ball strive for the coveted World Series 
Championship. Few sports can match 
the excitement and pressure of the 
baseball playoffs. The only comparable 
sport is the NFL, but being early in the 

season, it takes a backseat to baseball. 
The student body at Gilman School, 
however, apparently has little to no 
interest in what the rest of the country 
is fascinated with for all of October. 
(fixed)
 Over 300 Gilman Upper School 
students were recently polled as to 
who they thought would win the World 
Series. The team with the most votes, 
the Yankees, did not advance to the 
ALCS. The majority of the students 
polled chose the “Don’t Care” option. 
How is it possible that in America, the 
country where baseball was invented, 
a poll of high school students could 

declare that they could not care less 
who would be crowned the World 
Series Champion? An onlooker might 
assume that baseball, like hockey, had 
lost its luster and popularity in the 
United States. But anybody who knows 
anything about Gilman would not be 
surprised in the slightest at the results 
of this poll.
 A school that is transfixed by a sport 
that is obviously so superior to baseball 
would have no interest in something as 
lowly and boring as the MLB playoffs, 
right? A sport that isn’t as popular as 
baseball in any state in the entire coun-
try, including Maryland. A sport where 
the people involved in it get their kicks 
from dominating in a sport that the 
rest of the country could not care less 
about. Lacrosse is a sport for the rich 
and privileged. Gilman is full of kids 
from families of privilege, so it should 
come as no surprise that lacrosse is as 
popular as it is. And it’s not just that kids 
at Gilman don’t care about baseball. The 
entire lacrosse mentality stems from 

its upper-class roots, the mentality of 
superiority that upper-class people 
have towards the rest of the popula-
tion. While they may not admit it, most 
lacrosse people think that their sport is 
superior and it’s not just because they 
think baseball is too boring. Lacrosse 
folk put themselves on a pedestal above 
the rest of the populace. Maybe this 
editorial paints too broad a brush on 
the lacrosse community and Gilman. 
Maybe not. This editorial was supposed 
to be about the MLB postseason. It was 
supposed to be about the Detroit Tigers, 
a team of nobodies who are on the verge 
of coming together as a team through 
hard work and persistence to perhaps 
achieve the sport’s greatest achieve-
ment. It was supposed to be about the 
Yankees and how you can’t just buy a 
championship in baseball. But since the 
majority of students at this school seem 
to find baseball unworthy of their atten-
tion, I guess it just doesn’t matter.
              -Neill Hessinger
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  “The price of freedom is eternal vigi-
lance.” Thomas Jefferson’s statement is 
as pertinent today as it was two hundred 
years ago. The Iraq War, for example, is 
a case of contrasting opinions, a world 
miles away with a different culture and 
customs. In the midst of this battle for 
freedom, there is an inherent political 
and philosophical dispute. 
 On October 5, 2006, the Gilman News 
revisited this controversial subject in 
a lengthy poll, a reiteration of a survey 
taken four years ago. This was before 
war against Iraq was officially declared, 
and the events of 9/11 still weighed 
heavily on the minds of Americans. 
Opinions have changed drastically, 
due not only to the passage of time, but 
also the revelation of more information. 
For example, four years ago, students 
and faculty saw the possible presence 
of weapons of mass destruction as an 
ample reason to invade. Today, due 
to the absence of such weapons, most 
believe that finishing the job is the most 
compelling reason to stay. The term 
“finishing the job” is ambiguous as it 
can imply anything from establishing 
democracy, to simply getting out as soon 
as possible. It all depends on how “the 
job” is defined. 
 Most in the Gilman community lean 
towards the beliefs of the Democratic 
Party on the War. However, a plural-
ity favors Robert Ehrlich over Martin 
O’Malley in the gubernatorial race, 
and Michael Steele in the senate race. 
It begs the question whether party lines 
hold true at Gilman or are local politics 
simply held to a different standard? Are 

national issues not seen as a factor? 
Does personality play more of a role? 
 The poll shed light on the community’s 
sentiment on perennially hot-button 
issues such as the draft and the nature 
of service to the country. In 2000, 
before war with Iraq was seriously 
considered, 16% of the community 
supported conscription. In 2001, that 
number dwindled to 13% then to 9% the 
following year. Today, only 8% of those 
polled support a draft. Of the 27 who 
said yes, 9 votes came from the faculty. 
Do they see the issue differently, or do 
they view the draft as a method to incite 
political awareness on a war they over-
whelmingly disagree with? 
 To 20% of those polled, compared with 
only 9% back in 2002, the Iraq War is 
a way of attaining a dependable supply 
of this most precious resource. The 
possible reasons for such a change are 
twofold.  Firstly, going to war simply 
because of the necessity of attaining 
oil would not have gone over well with 
the American public. Secondly, the 
great increase in oil prices over the past 
four years has made Americans more 
convinced of the necessity of finding a 
dependable source of fuel. 
 Almost four years have passed since the 
initial attack on Iraq, yet life for most 
in America has not changed. Iraq is a 
world away from the comfortable life 
at home. What does the future hold for 
this war which is more often forgotten 
than remembered?

   All graphs created by Tommy Park

BY JOHN SANDERS

 How Have Gilman’s Political Opinions 
Changed In Four Years?
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Impact of the Hound Pound on Students

Study Halls in the 
Auditorium Spark Debate

New, Mysterious TV’s in 
the Hound Pound Spark 

Student Curiosity

 This year, study hall for 9th and 10th 
graders has truly changed.  Due to the 
renovation of Carey Hall, study hall has 
been transplanted from cozy room 010 
to the desk-less auditorium. Only on 
certain days, when the auditorium is 
being used for a special event, is study 
hall held in the Hound Pound.
 The auditorium is very large and 
everyone has plenty of space. However, 
there are no desks and students have 
to write on their laps. Last year, study 
hall was held in room 010 for freshmen 
and in the library for sophomores. Not 
surprisingly, the change has not been 

well received by tenth graders who had 
a normal study hall last year. 
 “Last year everyone had their own 
desk where they could put their books 
and actually work.” said sophomore 
Jake Comer, “Now everyone just kind 
of sits there and it’s a lot harder to get 
work done.” 
 Likewise, most freshmen are less 
than thrilled about having study halls in 
the auditorium. “There’s more room in 
the Hound Pound, and there are actual 
desks to do work in, not just your lap” 
said Jack McClamrock ‘10. When asked 
which study hall location he prefers, 

BY CHRISTIAN MOSCARDI

 The Upper School’s adaptation to the 
Hound Pound has been met with many 
questions.  Presently, many students 
are curious as to the purpose of the new 
televisions that now adorn the hall. 
 Soon after the opening of school, 
the Hound Pound welcomed some new 
inhabitants. Three large black Samsung 
televisions were installed. Immediately, 
expectations were high. Thoughts of 
around-the-clock ESPN News overjoyed 
many students. “It’d be cool if we could 
watch Sportscenter in the morning,” 
suggested junior Tyler Alfriend. “It’d be 
cool to watch football,” noted Dan Kim 
‘08. The TVs could even act as an attrac-
tive recruiting tool. “I think when new 
students visit, they’d think the school 
was still cool,” said Will Fenwick ‘09. 
However, despite the hype, the TVs 
have yet to turn on (as of 10-13), and 
chances of anything other than bland 
announcements are slim. And there is 
another side to the TV reaction, a much 
more negative side. There are the simple 
criticisms: “The TVs don’t have a point,” 
Alan Coleman ‘07 and “The TVs look 
menacing” Conrad Merkle ‘08. There 
are the conspiracy theories: “They’re to 
torture us with the outside world,” Ryan 

Motevalli-Oliner ‘08 and “I think they 
put the TVs in so they could spy on the 
little children” Brendan Aronson ‘08. 
And sometimes the TVs can affect your 
most inner emotions: “They make me 
angry,” said Kevin Midei ’08.
  Papers saying, “Big Brother is watch-
ing you” taped over the TVs helped to 
convey junior Albert Wang’s point: “It’s 
1984.” Surely, many allusions have been 
made to the George Orwell novel where 
telescreens are in every home and pri-
vacy is a nonexistent idea. 
 Upper School head Mrs. Turner, in 
reply to the TVs’ negative reception, said 
that all the snickering would evaporate 
“whenever we get them running.” “The 
TVs were purchased by the PTA,” Mrs. 
Turner explained, “They will be used 
for updates and announcements, or live 
shots of the senior trailers…just kidding 
seniors.” But all jokes aside, when will 
the TVs be operational? “I don’t know,” 
replied Mrs. Turner. Maybe one day 
soon, we’ll skip down the main hall 
to the tune of Mr. McGill singing the 
morning announcements. For now, the 
plasmas remain another one of many 
‘projects’ Gilman looks forward to com-
pleting. 

BY ROHAN RAMESH AND MICAH BELZBERG

Continued on page 5

 “The Hound Pound makes it tough to keep people together, so the 
Friday afternoon grilling has been a great way to get people involved 
in the community.”  -Whitney Johnson, ‘07 (Photo by David Fine)

“The grilling has been great.  I’ve told my wife to stop making me 
Friday lunch so I can eat with the Gilman guys.  I commend the 
grillers on their efforts.” -Mr. Tim Wolf, pictured in center (Photo by 
David Fine)

 “It would be nice if there were some tables and chairs or if they allowed 
us to eat in particular classrooms.  I think it will be more crowded 
when it gets cold.” -Christian Moscardi, ‘10 (Photo by David Fine)

 “There is enough room for everyone, and we can eat 
where we work.  The [Arena lobby] is not as crowded 
as the cafeteria.” -Scott Johnson, ‘10, pictured in 
foreground (Photo by David Fine)
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Fishing Club Reels in 
New Interest

 Have you ever been sitting in study 
hall or lounging by the Hound Pound 
when you were suddenly overcome with 
the urge to… go fishing?
 Well speaking of hooks, the Gilman 
Fishing Club seems to be off to a promis-
ing start, having garnered much more 
attention at the Club Fair than president 
Ned Lundvall ’07 had anticipated.  “The 
only setback to starting the club was 
the estimated lack of interest,” he said.  
“I knew that there were some seniors 
that loved to fish, so that was our initial 
group.”
 According to the ninety some mem-
bers currently on the roster, it would 
appear that the appeal of the hook and 
line extends to much more than just a 
core group of seniors.  With representa-
tion from all four classes, the Fishing 
Club proved to be one of the student 
body’s most discussed organizations, 
with lots of speculation as to where it 
would meet and who would be permit-
ted to join.
“The stream restoration done near the 
lower fields gave us a local spot to work 
on,” said Ned.  Don’t be confused if 
you’ve never seen any fish down there; 

 Tommy Park is a computer master-
mind! A self-taught computer genius, 
Tommy Park has created a handful of 
websites such as parkology.org for what 
he calls, “random stuff” and a program 
to help rising seniors create their sched-
ules. From a young age, Tommy’s pas-
sion for computers and late nights of “a 
lot of coffee and pizza” has helped turn 
a passion into a future for him. He hopes 
to attend the University of Pennsylva-
nia and major in Artificial Intelligence. 
After college, he is contemplating con-
tinuing with computers and possibly 
teaching as a college professor. 
 Last year, Tommy developed a pro-
gram that helps rising seniors with 
their scheduling. For those of you 
who were unaware of this process, as 
a senior, you are allowed to prioritize 
only two classes so that you are almost 
guaranteed that you will get into those 
classes. Tommy’s website allowed the 
seniors to see who was signing up for 
each class, thus letting them know 
which two classes they should priori-
tize. After seeing the positive reactions 
of his classmates, Tommy has decided 
to expand on his program, so it will be 
more than just help with scheduling. 
With his new plan for the program, he 
wants not only rising seniors to use it 
for scheduling but also underclassmen, 
teachers and clubs. His program will 
be launched on the domain mygilman.
com, which he has already bought as 

Ned, Sam Poggi ‘07, and John Pagliaro 
‘07 just recently stocked the stream 
with fish caught from the Gunpowder 
River, so the club will not have to travel 
far to meet.  But this was a task that 
proved more difficult than it sounds; 
“I had put some fish in earlier but my 
placement was poor and they vacated,” 
Ned recalled.  This time, he, Sam, and 
John ‘planted’ the fish upstream from 
the lower lots, a move which has yielded 
positive results.  Not only have the fish 
stayed, but Ned stated that the gesture 
“allowed for a good way to get the mes-
sage to interested members that we 
meant business.”
 As for membership, Ned says that, 
with the permission of the deans and 
other administration members, he’d 
love to take anyone to the stream, “or 
even out to Gunpowder.”  The main 
issue is that the stream is not really on 
campus, but hopefully an agreement 
will be made to allow regular meetings 
during fourth and fifth periods.
 Ned’s only message to students is that 
“we ask of the members who come to be 
interested in what they are doing; don’t 
just [do it to] escape study hall. It’s really 
fun when you get into it.”

BY ALI HONG

 Student Interests: 
Tommy Park is  
a Web Designer

Dennis Foster ’10 said bluntly, “Defi-
nitely the Hound Pound.”
 However, some freshmen seem to 
like the auditorium’s accommodations. 
“It’s more comfortable, and there is no 
difference in the amount of work I can 
get done” said McLean Francis, ‘10. 
 There is even dissent among teachers 
in regards to which study hall location 
is better. “I find it harder to proctor in 
[the auditorium] than in 010,” said Mr. 
Carey, who proctored 9th grade study 
halls last year. However, Mr. Heubeck, 
who proctored 10th grade study halls in 

opposed to running the program on 
one of his personal websites like last 
year. Since the technology department 
offers nothing similar to his idea for 
mygilman.com, he is planning on giving 
clubs and teachers the ability to make 
their own pages off of the website for 
message boards and other things. He is 
thinking about adding message boards 
to allow students and teachers to com-
ment on things around the school such 
as the assemblies. Although a year ago, 
Tommy created his program mainly just 
because he wanted to be sure that he 
would get into all of his choice classes, 
the program has helped a great deal of 
people. 
 When asked about receiving any-
thing in return for his great help to the 
school, Tommy replied that he really did 
not expect anything in return from the 
school except maybe cookies, he added 
jokingly. He just really liked doing 
it. However, Tommy’s interests and 
hobbies extend beyond his extensive 
knowledge and love of computers, as he 
recently started learning to unicycle. He 
was prompted to unicycle because he 
thought that it would be an easy and fun 
way to travel to his off campus classes. 
He even planned to start a unicycling 
club but because of safety issues, it was 
not approved. Tommy’s other interests 
include rock climbing, computer games 
like World of Warcraft and Counter-
strike, and Starbucks’ espressos. Do not 
put it past Tommy Park to turn out as 
Gilman’s very own Bill Gates!

BY KEECH TURNER

the library last year, agreed to disagree 
with Mr. Carey. “I think this is a much 
better location than the library. It is 
easier to proctor and I feel kids can get 
more work done in this kind of environ-
ment.”
 There are usually two to three proc-
tors in the auditorium study hall, as 
compared to 5 or 6 when the Hound 
Pound is used. This factor makes the 
auditorium much more convenient for 
the faculty to proctor. There is the pos-
sibility of change, but for now, get used 
to writing on your lap.

Tommy Park updates Parkology.org, one of his many self-created web-
sites (Photo by Jared Kaplan).

Students and Teachers 
React to Auditorium 

Study Halls 

Continued from page 4

Anshul Mehra, ‘09, uses chairs as a writing surface as he attempts to do 
some written work in study hall (Photo by Chris Maddox).
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Gilman Welcomes New Tickner Writing Fellow, Shara Lessley

  This year, Gilman faculty and stu-
dents are excited to welcome Ms. Shara 
Lessley as the new Tickner Writing 
Fellow. A Stegner Fellow in Poetry at 
Stanford University, recipient of the 
Olive B. O’Connor Fellowship from 
Colgate University as well as the 2006 
Discovery/”The Nation” prize, and 
two time nominee for the Pushcart 
Prize and Best New Poets, Shara is an 
accomplished poet with exceptional 
talent. Her works of poetry have been 
published in The Kenyon Review, 
Threepenny, Third Coast, and other 
collections of poetry. Currently, she 
is completing her first book of poetry 
entitled Two-Headed Nightingale. She 
holds bachelor’s degrees in Dance and 
English from University of California-
Irvine and a MFA from the University 
of Maryland. Her experience in teach-
ing totals six years, including last year 
at Colgate University, where she taught 
undergraduate courses in creative writ-
ing and literature. Ms. Lessley has also 
worked in journalism for three years. 
Her tremendous accomplishments and 
experience prove that she is a successful 
writer who is prepared for the upcoming 
year; she will surely excel as the Tickner 
Writing Fellow.
 Ms. Lessley discovered Gilman 
from David Roderick, a poet she met at 
Stanford who was the Tickner Fellow 
from 2001 to 2002. Roderick’s praise 
of the Gilman community encour-
aged Ms. Lessley to look further into 
the Fellowship. Upon discovering that 

the position is one of few in the entire 
nation, she applied and was selected. 
“I want to offer Gilman students what 
I didn’t have as a sixteen-year old high 
school senior--that is, the chance to 
experience the joy of reading and writ-
ing poetry in a class led by an author.” 
Moving from New York, she arrived 
this summer and took up residence 
both in Maryland and at Gilman. Both 
the students and faculty warmly wel-
comed her into the community. She 
commented, “the dedication of Gilman’s 
faculty is particularly striking--though 
I’ve taught for six years at several uni-
versities, I’ve yet to find teachers more 
willing to extend themselves to their 
students.” After commencing the new 
school year, Ms. Lessley began to teach 
her course entitled “Crossed Lines: 
Poetry, Prose & The Epistolary Arts.” 
This course focuses on contemporary 
poetry and creative nonfiction as well 
as encouraging students to “push past 
surface meaning, exploring the issues 
of craft.” The class is meant for students 
with a passion for writing. With all of 
her responsibilities and many activities 
for the year, Ms. Lessley is most looking 
forward to the point in which her stu-
dents become extremely comfortable in 
the world of writing poetry and prose. 
“Nothing excites me more than when 
a student has a breakthrough!” One 
of her students, Henry Kerins ‘07, had 
this to say, “Ms. Lessley’s class is mostly 
analysis of poetry and creative non-fic-
tion combined with lots of free writes on 
our own parts. The homework is pretty 
light and we have tons of freedom with 

our writing assignments. It’s working 
for me so far.”
 Along with the complimentary 
feelings of Ms. Lessley’s students, Dr. 
Tipper, the director of the Writing 
Center, also had some positive com-
ments. “I observed Ms. Lessley teach 
and was so impressed with her intel-
ligence, enthusiasm, rapport with the 
students, and the variety of activities 
she incorporated into one seventy 
minute period.” Dr. Tipper finds that 

Ms. Lessley is “a natural born teacher 
and a terrific writer.” She feels that 
Gilman is incredibly lucky to have her.
 Ms. Lessley will remain at the 
Gilman community for the duration of 
the year. Her talent as a writer ensures 
her students will receive helpful insight 
on the writing of poetry and creative 
non-fiction. The Gilman community 
offers congratulations to Ms. Shara 
Lessley on being named the Tickner 
Fellow and welcomes her.

BY CONNOR LOUNSBURY

Under-the-Radar Gilman Stars: the Development Office

 Along with the renovation of Carey 
Hall comes the relocation of the Gilman 
Upper School students, faculty, and 
staff.  Many students are unaware, 
however, that others in the Gilman com-
munity were forced to move as well.  The 
Development Office works behind the 
scenes at the school but is in charge of 
a crucial task.  Students don’t come into 
contact with the office during a normal 
day at school, but the workings of the 

responsibilities, the Development Office 
is no small establishment. It has thir-
teen full-time employees, all of whom 
work year-round to accomplish their 
tasks.
Most importantly, it fills in where 
tuition does not.  Tuition covers about 75 
percent of the expenses for the school.  
Thus, approximately 25 percent of 
Gilman’s expenses still need to be paid. 
That’s where the Development Office 
comes in.  It orchestrates the fundrais-
ing for Gilman’s endowment and its 
annual giving.  Together, these two ele-
ments make up for the needed funds to 
keep the school running smoothly.  
 Annual Giving is just what the name 
implies: the money it raises must be 
raised every year.  From July 1st until 
June 30th, the Development Office 
works to raise the $2 million that it must 
come up with for that fiscal year.  In a 
given year, the school uses every cent of 
those 2 million dollars, and as soon as 
the fiscal year ends, the Development 
Office starts its task all over again.  The 
money received by the office is used for 
a number of items crucial to Gilman, 
such as teacher salaries, maintenance 
equipment, and financial aid.
 The Development Office is also in 
charge of Capital Giving, the campaign 
that makes ongoing renovation of Carey 
Hall possible.  Gifts under the category 
of “Capital Giving” are not paid for in a 
single year.  Instead, these larger con-
tributions are given over an extended 
period of time.  Every building on the 
Gilman campus was constructed using 
funds from Capital Giving.  The Hardie 

Exchange and the Riepe Sabbatical are 
made possible by endowments created 
through the Development Office.  
 It is also the duty of the Development 
Office to keep alumni involved with the 
school.  In fact, the office’s official name 
is the Alumni/Development Office, 
due to the amount of contact it has 
with Gilman graduates. By organizing 
regional events all across the nation, 
former Gilman students can keep 
in touch and up to date on Gilman’s 
activities.  Having organized events 
in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, 
Chicago, California and even London, 
the Development Office reaches out to 
Gilman alumni around the Globe.  The 
Development Office also plans the Bull 
Roast and Homecoming, ensuring that 
former students are welcomed back to 
their old school.  The success of this past 
Homecoming is largely due to the work 
of the office. 
 Alumni who give to Gilman are 
usually looking for a certain aspect of 
the school to support.  The Develop-
ment Office will look into the interests 
of alumni and petition for funds to 
support campus activities relating to 
those interests.  That way, an alumnus 
who wishes to donate to the school can 
support the arts, sciences, language, or 
athletic department.  
 This year, the class of 2007 will 
graduate and join the ranks of Gilman 
alumni.  As soon as the new graduates 
receive their diplomas, the Develop-
ment Office will be there, ensuring that 
a part of the graduates will always be 
with Gilman.  

BY PETER SACCI

The members of the Development Office contribute much to Gilman  
that goes unnoticed by students (Photo by Trevor Hoffberger).

Devlopment Office indirectly affect 
everything at Gilman.  
 Operating from their new home 
base on the blacktop behind the Middle 
School, the development team, led by 
Ms. Ratcliffe-Hoch, is charged with a 
number of important tasks. Raising 
funds and organizing alumni events 
are the office’s two main duties, but it 
is also in charge of the Gilman website, 
publications, and the paper programs 
at events at the school. Due to its many 

Ms. Shara Lessley, the new Tickner Writing Fellow, consults with Peter 
George, ‘07, on another one of his masterpieces (Photo by David Fine).
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Six Freshmen Get Their Kicks on Varsity Soccer

Freshman Diego McQuestion, attacking midfielder, looks for a vein in 
the Archbishop Curley defense (Photo by Ben Daly).

BY EDWARD WIESE

 At the end of summer, many Gilman 
students were surprised to discover 
that six - yes, six -freshman made 
the Varsity soccer team. Usually, the 
inclusion of just one or two freshmen 
on a Varsity team is considered a rare 
and uncommon feat, reserved for only 
athletic prodigies at Gilman. But this 
belief did not hold back six young soccer 
players from the class of 2010—Jack 
Volk, Reid Barger, Diego McQuestion, 

Jack Matthews, Ben Shriver, and John 
McCormick—from earning their spots 
on the 2006 Varsity soccer team. While 
a few students may find Head Coach 
John Seal’s decision questionable, 
Coach Seal is extremely confident the 
freshmen belong on Varsity. “I make 
the team based on merit, and, in my 
eyes, they were among the top 25 kids 
in the program,” says Coach Seal, who 
now enters his third season as varsity 
coach. Coach Seal and the Varsity 
team have been disappointed with the 

season’s results, going winless in MIAA 
“A” Conference play. 
 The play of the six freshmen was an 
important part of the varsity season. All  
have gotten their fair share of playing 
time, and all have been able to hone 
their skills on the varsity level. Volk, 
Barger, and McQuestion have started 
every single game this year, and five 
of the freshmen started in the home-
coming game against McDonogh. (In 
the game, unfortunately, Matthews 
suffered an arm injury and was out  
for the remainder of the season.) As 
Coach Seal said, “I didn’t put them on 
the team to not play. They all deserve 
playing time, and I’m extremely happy 
with them. They have a positive atti-
tude, and they’re working hard.” The 
freshmen’s work ethic has translated to 
their play on the field. Each freshman 
had a unique impact on the team. On 
defense, Volk and McCormick helped 
anchor the defensive unit, while the 
rest of the freshmen controlled the 
ball in midfield. As a flank midfielder, 
McQuestion especially made his impact 
felt, as the leading scorer for the Grey-
hounds. The freshmen’s prominent role 
on the team has, according to Coach 
Seal, led to “dramatic improvement over 
the course of the year.” 
 Despite the success of the six fresh-
men on the varsity team, the process 
of adjusting to varsity play was no easy 
challenge. The freshmen footballers 
needed to raise their skill level quickly 
in just their first year of high school. 
Regardless of where they have played 
in the past, the talent they encountered 

on the varsity level was radically higher 
than that of Middle School or club 
team play. Almost all the players are 
bigger and faster, not to mention older 
and more experienced. It takes time to 
adjust to the varsity speed of play. To 
add to this challenge, the “A” Conference 
is arguably one of the toughest leagues 
on the east Coast—five of its teams rank 
in the top seven in Maryland. In such 
a challenging conference, Head Coach 
Mr. John Seal knows the difficulties his 
players will face. “Youth will show in 
this league,” Coach Seal said, “There’s 
a huge difference in age between [the 
freshmen] and other players, but this 
will help them improve.”
 As the season progressed, the fresh-
men played increasing roles due to inju-
ries and their work ethic, not to mention 
for the next three years they will play 
key roles in the future of the soccer 
program. Although the ‘Hounds’ had a 
tough season, the six freshmen provide 
a bright future for the team. However, 
as Coach Seal puts it, “Adversity will 
make us stronger.” By their sophomore 
years, all the freshmen will be seasoned 
veterans on the varsity level. For this 
season, however, the six athletes had to 
grind out the rest of the season and take 
advantage of their time on the pitch. 
As Coach Seal said “I hope the kids are 
able to experience success sooner rather 
than later.” With their kind of talent, 
freshmen in the class of ’10 may be able 
to produce such success for the soccer 
program until their graduation—three 
years from now. 

were.  “Now that we have completed the 
demolition part of the construction, 
we are looking toward securing the 
structure, and to then begin building.”  
Still, except for the addition of the new 
student center, Gilman’s Carey Hall will 
appear the same from the front.  Yet, 
within, Carey Hall will be a building of 
2007, not one of 1910.  The long, thin 
dorm rooms of the old Carey Hall, which 
divided the space on third floor, now will 
be expanded into larger, square- sized 
classroooms.  Also, the rooms on the 
first and second floor will be enlarged, 
as some of the classrooms will be located 
in the student center.
 While students may look forward to 
the revamped locker rooms and modern 
plans for the Harris Terrace, faculty like 
Mr. Karl Connolly are excited over their 
new teaching quarters.  Mr. Connolly 
describes the planned art department   
as “a highly functional space, located in 

the heart of school.”  Artists and students 
alike will also be pleased with the new 
art corridor, which will display students’ 
pieces along the hall that leads to the 
cafeteria.  Finally, the cafeteria, an area 
notorious for its spatial limitations, is 
proposed in the new Carey Hall as an 
expansive hub for students and faculty 
to congregate.       
 Although the Hound Pound has  
required some adapting by both teach-
ers and students, people generally seem 
pleased about the current state.  Richard 
Sunderland ‘07 articulated, “Well, it is 
not a building like Carey Hall, but it 
could have been worse.”  Yet, students 
are also looking toward the years ahead 
in the new Carey Hall.  When asked 
about the construction  and the pros-
pect of the renovated Carey Hall, Matt 
Millemann ‘08 simply replied, “All I 
care about is that the main building is 
finished in time for next year’s seniors.”  
At this pace, it looks like Matt might get 
his wish.      

Demolition Complete, Securing and Building Up Next 
Continued from page 1

While Centennial Hall appears to be in disarray now with many light 
fixtures pictured in the foreground, it is one of the rooms that will be 
mostly unchanged (Photo by Cameron Massumi).

Many walls and even whole staircases have been demol-
ished.  The open cavity extending above and below the level 
of this photo was filled by the stairwell that led up to the 
Writing Center (Photo by Cesare Ciccanti).
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 This year, the Gilman Varsity Soccer 
team found itself full of promising 
young talent. At the forefront of that 
group was sophomore defender Greg 
McBride, a second year Varsity player 
and starter who evolved into a promi-
nent leader on this year’s team, which 
included six freshmen (See article on 
page 7). However, McBride believes the 
team’s youth is an advantage because it 
means that the classes of ’09 and ’10 will 
only benefit from playing together for 
three or four years. Certainly, McBride 
will play a major role in this develop-
ment, as players both older and younger 
than he admire him for his outstanding 
talent and fiery edge.
 A three-sport athlete who also excels 
on the lacrosse field and basketball 
court, McBride has embraced his posi-
tion as a key player on the team, which, 
despite its lack of success in 2006 MIAA 
“A” Conference play, has plenty of rea-
sons to remain optimistic about the 
future. Not only does everybody on the 
team get along well, but there has never 
been any doubt that the hustle and 
determination have been there week in 
and week out. Greg is undoubtedly one 
of the players who has embodied that 
spirit to its fullest extent. According to 
his teammate, junior Evan Redwood, 
“He brings an intense working attitude 
to the field. He often supplies the spark 
we need to overcome adversity, and he’s 
a strong supporting force who anchors 

the defense.” A modest player who leads 
more by example than words, McBride 
says he needs to “continue to do exactly 
what my role is, as well as maintain a 
positive mentality that is contagious and 
inspires my teammates to play better.” 
On the field, McBride is renowned for 
his competitiveness. As the words of his 
teammates show, he always leaves it all 
on the field and plays his heart out. 
 According to McBride, the tough 
losses that Gilman soccer sustained 
were mostly a consequence of inconsis-
tent play, which he intends to improve 
by making sure the defense steps up in 
tight situations, like they did in the last 
ten minutes of the first half in Gilman’s 
Homecoming loss to McDonogh. While 
he is already blessed with tremendous 
speed and coordination, McBride recog-
nizes room for personal improvement in 
all categories in order for him to better 
help the team fulfill its goals during the 
next two seasons. With two years of 
Varsity under his belt, he is beginning 
to feel more closely connected with the 
team and is gradually realizing that he 
has a greater responsibility to lead as 
a seasoned veteran. Fellow sophomore 
Cooper Brown, who also made the team 
last year as a freshman, comments that, 
“Greg just never backs down… he has 
the potential to have the footwork of 
Pélé if he keeps improving like he has 
been.” If Brown’s words are indeed true, 
the future certainly looks bright for 
Gilman soccer.

 As Senior Quarterback Makura 
Compton hobbled off the field against 
Bergen Catholic (NJ) on September 16 
with a hip injury, the Gilman football 
team knew it was time for someone 
to step up. That someone was Junior 
Quarterback Jake Tunney. Tunney, a 
second year varsity player, had been 
Compton’s backup prior to the injury, 
although he got a good number of reps. 
Due to his strong throwing arm, Tunney 
often replaced the athletic, fast, and 
explosive Compton on throwing downs. 
However, since Compton’s injury, 
Tunney has seen far more playing time. 
“I feel like I can handle the pressure,” 
said Tunney “I just try to stay calm and 
do my responsibility.” After Compton 
left the Bergen Catholic game, Tunney 
said he “was a little nervous at first, 
but [he] had gotten a good amount of 
reps earlier in the season, so [he] was 
ready.” After some early struggles, 
Tunney managed to put together a good 
drive near the end of the game against 
an extremely talented Bergen Catholic 
team. 
 Although that game ended in a 
Gilman loss, the team fought hard 
and the young quarterback earned the 
respect of his teammates. “Personally, 
I am very confident in Jake. Having 

to take a leadership role as a junior 
on a senior team, especially being a 
quarterback, is something that is really 
hard to do,” said senior wing back Jona-
than McMaster. Fellow teammate Jack 
Doyle admires Jake’s effort: “I’m really 
impressed with how hard he works. He 
never missed a summer workout. That 
kind of effort should lead to good things 
in the future.” 
 As the season draws to a close with 
some crucial games, Jake will need to 
display the total package in order to 
lead Gilman to victory. Thus far, he has 
succeeded in his increased role. Since 
Tunney took the reins at quarterback, 
the team has won twice, defeating 
Georgetown Prep on Homecoming 
weekend and Mt. St. Joseph’s on Octo-
ber 7th.  
 The team knows that they need to 
put their losses behind them, and focus 
on the league games ahead. Although 
Compton saw playing time against Mt. 
St. Joseph’s, he is certainly not at 100%. 
Until Compton is totally healthy, it is 
time for Jake Tunney to step up. Will 
he be able to help take the team to the 
promised land in only his junior year? 
As Jake said, “I really have to put the 
whole grade thing behind me and just 
step up and be a leader for this team.” 

    Name: Jake Tunney         Position: Quarterback
    Age: 16 (Junior)         Varsity Experience: 2 years
    Height: 6’2”          Weight: 187

BY JACK OWENS

Jake Tunney ‘08 rears back to fire a strike to a receiver in 
the Homecoming Game against Georgetown Prep (Photo by 
Lifetouch)

BY MARK CLELAND

McBride Stands Out on 
Team Full of Young Talent 

Tunney Shoulders 
Increased Burden

   Name: Greg McBride  Position: Defender
   Age: 15 (Sophomore)  Varsity Expreience: 2 years
   Weight:  153   Height: 5’10’’

Greg McBride ‘09 jukes out an Archbisop Curley opponent 
(Photo by Ben Daly).

Remember Lunches for the Homeless: 

Wednesday Nights, 6 PM, Rm 122.  

Bring PB&J Supplies and Monetary 

Donations.


